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SCME EVIDENCE ON A TEST FOR DISEQ.JILIBRIUM* 

1 Robert G. Chambers, Richard E. Just, and L. Joe Moffitt 

In a recent paper in this Journal, Quandt [5] has developed several 

methods of testing for the presence of disequilibrium in a market. Among 

the tests suggested is one based on the ratio (A) of the estimated value 

of the likelihood function of an equilibrium formulation to the estimated 

value of the likelihood function for the disequilibrium formulation. 

Quandt suggests that " ••• a model selection criterion based on whether 

.h is less than or greater than one provides excellent discrimination." 

In support of this claim, Quandt cites a Monte Carlo study conducted by 

Epple [2] which examines the viability of such a decision rule in non-

linear models as well as some theoretical work done by Cox [l] on nonnested 

hypothesis testing. The purpose of this note is to demonstrate through 

the use of an empirical example that this particular test, in practice, may 

be inadequate. 

1. A MODEL 

The disequilibrium model that has received perhaps the most attention 

in the theoretical econometrics literature can be represented as 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

s - b'X + Vt t t 
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2. 

where 

Dt "" quantity demanded at time t 

st = quantity supplied at time t 

xt = vector of predetermined variables 

Qt = quantity transacted in the market at time t. 

To provide for maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of (1)-(3), 

some appropriate distribution assumptions are usually made for the error 

terms ut and vt in (1). If it is assumed that ut and vt are normally dis-

2 2 
tributed with mean zero and variances cr and a , respectively, and are 

u v 

also independent of one another, it can be shown that the likelihood func-

tion of Qt is unbounded in parameter space (Quandt [4]). Sen [6], however, 

has demonstrated that local maximization of the HkeHhood function will 

provide consistent estimators of the parameters of (l)-(3). Hartley [3] 

has recently provided an algorithm based on the E-M procedure suggested 

by Dempster, Laird, and Rubin to find such a maximum. 

The equilibrium analogue of (1)-(3) can be found by replacing (3) 

with Qt = Dt = St' the usual market-clearing condition. This study as

sumes that one of the coordinates of the vector X corresponds to the 
t 

price of the commodity in question which will be taken as jointly de-

pendent in the equilibrium model (but predetermined in the disequilibrium 

framework). Using the same distributional assumptions on u and v as 
t t 

specified above, it is clear that the likelihood function for the equi-

librium model is simply the product of bivariate normal densities and 

1 possesses a global maximum. 

1 To see that the two hypotheses are nonnested, it is convenient to 
note that the parameter set of the equilibrium model is an improper subset 
of the parameter set of the disequilibri.um model. 
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A peculiarity of the test is thus apparent. One likelihood function 

is unbounded in the parameter space; the other is not. Consistent esti

mates are obtained at a global maximum for one likelihood function, while, 

for the other, consistent estimates are obtained at a local maximum. 

A priori, there appears little reason to expect the test suggested by 

Quandt to perform well under these circumstances. 

2. AN EXPERIMENT 

To see how well Quandt's test performs, consider two Monte Carlo ex

periments based on Tintner's [7] meat model. In the first experiment the 

structure is specified as 

where 

xt2 • price of meat 

xt3 • income 

xt4 m price of grain. 

The Xti's were generated from a trivariate normal distribution with mean 

and covariance matrix 

92.339 

495.565 

88.427 

and 

71. 886 

379. 754 

38.651 

379.754 

3,792.439 

164.168 

38.651 

164.168 • 

115.218 

3. 
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The disturbance terms were assumed to be serially uncorrelated following 

a bivariate normal distribution with a zero mean vector and covariance 

structure 

In the second experiment, Qt and Xt2 were determined jointly from the re

duced form of the equilibrium analogue of the above model. 

The maximum likelihood estimates for the disequilibrium model were 

obtained using Hartley's algorithm, and the maximum likelihood estimates 

4. 

for the equilibrium model were obtained using a modified Davidon-Fletcher-

Powell routine. The sample size was 50,and 50 replications were made in 

each experiment. The resulting values of the respective log likelihood 

functions corresponding to the data generated from the disequilibrium modeJ 

are reported in Table 1. It is clear that, in 50 out of 50 cases, 

ln A< 0, i.e., A< 1 (recall that Quandt's critical region corresponds 

to A> 1), suggesting that the researcher correctly fails to reject the 

disequilibrium hypothesis in every case. Thus, some skeptici&'ID may im-

mediately arise since in no case does the test reach an incorrect conclusion. 

Moreover, one must consider that incorrectly diagnosing a disequilibrium 

model as an equilibrium model is only one possible kind of error. Another 

possible error lies in incorrectly classifying an equilibrium model as a dis-

equilibrium model. To further investigate the potential for this kind of 

error, Table 2 was developed from data generated by the equilibrium model. 

Incredibly, in this framework the test favors the disequilibrium model in 

every replication as well. Thus, the test reaches the incorrect conclusion 

in every case when the equilibrium framework appli.es. 
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TABLE 1 

Logarithm of the Likelihood Ratio From Simulations 
of the Disequilibrium Model 

ln A 

1. -143.6738151 26. -154.2863904 
2. -161. 2754256 27. -140.9335336 
3. -145.8950759 28. -150.0918550 
4. -154.1234568 29. -150.7329378 
5. -153.8602769 30. -142.4748221 
6. -147.3283223 31. -160.4825864 
7. - 95.1755380 32. -145.7332238 
8. -149.9629813 33. -139.0316447 

9. -140.8237056 34. - 88.5763635 
10. -159.0579641 35. -142.5068515 
11. -173.3285766 36. -123.2255340 
12. -154.3678307 37. -133.2699075 
13. -161. 3696238 38. -139. 0471206 
14. -156.8123748 39. -165.1050596 
15. -154.2927851 40. -159.5740575 
16. -150.5217487 41. -156.4338424 
17. -153.1581788 42. -136. 2204490 
18. -125.4986402 43. -143.3298386 
19. -143.5781858 44. -157.7723376 
20. -161. 4950816 45. -157.2116404 
21. -145.2061057 46. -131. 2791304 
22. - 97.3523136 47. -147.8185832 
23. -131. 7658005 48. -155.0444572 
24. -158.3806420 '•9. -152.4405386 

25. -157.5304650 50. -159.0205163 

-

). 
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TABLE 2 

Logarithm of the Likelihood Ratio From Simulations 
of the Equilibrium Model 

1n >. 

1. -149.9349616 26. -151. 4429498 
2. -158.1100196 27. -153.2162011 
3. -157.7934729 28. - 98.3031731 
4. -152.8851218 29. -154.2317003 

5. -161. 0408729 30. -161. 0758469 
6. - 47.0707889 31. -162.5243908 
7. -147.8762789 32. -155.1353826 
8. -165.9315369 33. -148.7539541 
9. -141. 0660367 34. - 54.5968216 

10. -154.4277927 35. -138.2960710 
11. -162.3579967 36. -155.4789107 
12. -156. 7092844 37. -142.9098936 
13. -158.4234539 38. -147.5450976 
14. -158.5553151 39. - 62.3951597 
15. -157.9005818 40. -155.3266549 
16. -159.6308108 41. -155.4139038 
17. -164.7508629 42. -153.3354665 
18. -147.6049327 43. -155.7865558 
19. -155.4039096 44. -157.0962740 
20. -157.9600296 45. -152.7558178 
21. -125.8820192 46. -145.8264323 
22. -149.7023534 47. -161. 7313817 
23. -158.3466773 48. -121. 8560631 
24. -152.9352880 49. -151. 9916272 
25. -159.6989787 50. -152.8766990 

6. 
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Thus, the Monte Carlo experiment performed here, although not developed 

in any generality, suggests that Quandt's test is strongly biased in favor 

of the disequilibrium hypothesis. In point of fact, the Monte Carlo results 

suggest that Quandt's likelihood ratio test leads to selection of the dis-

equilibrium model in every case regardless of the underlying framework. 

Thus, this particular test, if not totally useless, at least requires ex-

treme caution in implementation. 

Ohio State University, CoZumbus, U.S.A. 
University of CaZifornia, BerkeZey, U.S.A. and 
University of CaZifornia, BerkeZey, U.S.A. 
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